Hello volunteers,

We have everything we need to get the ceramics and pottery studio up and
running and find our days are too busy manning the gallery to finalize this
offering. We have few other needs as well. Can you help?
Our current needs are:
***** Volunteers to man the gallery*****
(Today or next Friday) 12:30pm - 3:30pm: Dan volunteers to teach an art
class at The Homestead Assisted Living Center. I would like to join him
this week or next to videotape it for our documentary.
(Tuesdays - Fridays) 3:30pm - 6:00pm is most critical because Dan teaches
art classes
ANYTIME we're open. Tues - Fri, 10am - 6pm, Sat, 12pm - 9pm
***** Distribute the current show & Free Workshop fliers *****
We have 38 locations throughout St. Anthony where we hang fliers. The show
opened last Thursday but I still haven't been able to get away from the Lab
to hang many fliers.
We also need fliers distributed in Rexburg & surrounding communities
***** Put shelves together *****
We have hundreds of ceramic bisqueware pieces ready to be painted/glazed.
We need help getting the shelves put together and bisqueware organized by
category.
***** Help organizing last 200 ceramic molds *****
This would make the room for the shelves that will hold the greenware
needing to be fired
***** Clean greenware ****
Greenware is dried clay figurines, bowls, mugs, etc. that need to be
smoothed out before we fire them into ready-to-glaze bisqueware.
***** Help organizing basement for screenprinting equipment *****
Our screenprinting equipment is ready to be picked up. We need to make
room for it in the basement.
*****
We have had the ceramics, pottery & screenprinting equipment for months but
are too busy in the Lab to get the studios ready. Any help would be very
appreciated. Remember, 10 Volunteer Buck$ are earned for every hour you
volunteer. You can use Volunteer Buck$ to pay for $5/piece Gallery Entry
Fees & the $30/month Volunteer Studio (lockers for your paints, flat files
for your works in progress).
Thank you to the volunteers who have helped so far! We couldn't have
accomplished so much, so fast, without you!!!

See you at the Lab!

